Information in the digital world, data play an important role in most of Computer Engineering applications. The increasing of data has been more difficult to store and analyze data using the traditional database. Apache Flink is a framework to Big Data Analytics in the large cluster. SQL-likes Query set of rules for make an interface between the user and big database, so very need to SQL To Flink translator that allow the user to run Advanced SQL Query top Flink without need writing JAVA code to reach their request, and also, Complex SQL Query in Flink is limited scalability. 2. In this paper, the system is devolved to run top Flink without changing in Flink framework. This system calls, Advanced SQL Query To Flink Translator This proposed system receives Advanced SQL Query from the user then generate Flink Code for executing this Query. Finally, it returns the results of Query to the user.
INTRODUCTION
The size of data in the world has been exploding, and analyzing large data sets so-called Big Data. The Big Data is huge and complex datasets consisting of a different structured and unstructured data which becomes difficult to store and analysis using traditional techniques database [8] .
Big Data requires frameworks to analyze and process datasets such as Hadoop, MapReduce, and Flink. The Apache Hadoop is open-source software for reliable, scalable, distributed computing runs on distributed cluster. It is developed by Google MapReduce framework [2] . Hadoop consists of HDFS and MapReduce that have a good Load Balance Technique [13, 9] . MapReduce is a programming model for processing large data sets in distributed cluster implementation by Google in 2004 which provides an efficient solution to the data analysis challenge. The MapReduce framework requires that users implement their applications by coding their map and reduce functions. While this low-level hand coding offers a high flexibility in programming applications, it increases the difficulty in program debugging [3, 12] . Apache Flink is an open source framework for distributed stream and batch data processing run on distributed cluster. Flink core is a streaming data flow engine that provides data distribution, communication, and fault tolerance for distributed computations over data streams. Flink also builds batch processing on top of the streaming engine, overlaying native iteration support, managed memory, and program optimization [1] . Apache Flink has some features the faster than Hadoop, provide input and output of Hadoop and can run Hadoop programming.
SQL-likes Query is some of the rules for makes interface between user and database and helps user for manages and retrieves data from the big database. There are some translators provide SQL Query that translator run above Hadoop such as Hive [16] , YSmart [12] , S2mart [7] , and Qmapper [17] . [15, 5, 11, 6, 10] The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related works of relevant systems. Section 3 describes the proposed system architecture and the proposed system methodology. Section 4 represents the results of performed experiments and comparison between the proposed system and Hive. Finally, Section 5 concludes and the brief introduction to future work.
RELATED WORK
In this section, an overview is introduced of related work presented so far: 
Hive

S2MART
Smart SQL to Map-Reduce Translators, Smart transforms the SQL queries into Map-Reduce jobs besides the inclusion of intra-query correlation by building an SQL relationship tree to minimize redundant operations and computations and build a spiral modeled database to store and retrieve the recently used query results for reducing data transfer cost and network transfer cost. S2MART applies the concept of views in a database to perform parallelization of big data easy and streamlined [7] .
QMAPPER
A QMapper is a tool for utilizing query rewriting rules provides a cost-based plan evaluator to choose the optimized equivalent and MapReduce flow evaluation and enhanced the performance of Hive significantly [17] . Figure 2) . Then the proposed system generates Flink Code by calling Filter function to executing input Query and returns the result from it, (see Figure 3) . Figure 8 ). Then the proposed system generates Flink Code by calling CoGroup function and JoinType() custom function to executing input Query and returns the result from it, (see Figure 9 ). Figure 10 ). Then the proposed system generates Flink Code by calling CoGroup function and custom function Join Type() to executing input Query and returns the result from it, (see Figure 11 ). Figure 12 ). Then the proposed system generates Flink Code by calling sortPartion(Fileds number, Order type) to executing input Query and returns the result from it, (see Figure 13 ). 3.2.6 TOP Clause. TOP Clause is used to return the specified number of rows. When the Query Parser finds TOP Clause in the input Query such as (see Figure 14) . Then the proposed system generates Flink Code by calling the first() function to executing input Query and returns the result from it, (see Figure 15) . Figure 18 ).Then the proposed system generates Flink code to executing sub-select (see Figure 19 ) and then the proposed system generates Flink code to executing top select depends on returns values from sub-select (see Figure 20) . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
DATA SET AND QUERIES
Using dataset and Queries from TPC-H Benchmark. This benchmark illustrates decision support systems that provides large volumes of data, execute complexity queries, and give answers to critical business questions [4] . Every dataset is split to a different size for executing TPC-H Queries on this dataset. 
ENVIRONMENT SETUP
Result
Comparison between Advanced SQL Query To Flink Translator and HiveQl when run TCP-H Query 4 and TCP-H Query 13 on different data size.
TCP-H Query 4.
In this system, TCP-H Query 4 (see Figure 21 ) is used because it contains cases that handle in the proposed system. Figure 23 ) is used because it contains cases that handle in the proposed system. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Execution of Advanced SQL Query on Flink without write Java Code is very necessary, so developed system that can execute Advanced SQL Query on Flink that has three main stages. First, receiving Advanced SQL Query from the user. Second, generates Flink Code for executing this Query. Third, verified the correctness of system by performing various experimental results using different Queries. Finally, achieve efficiency in all the experimental results. In the future work, build system to executing Advanced SQL Query on Flink in the short time.
